
 

 

 

 

 

 

AS-ET Newsletter Nos. 9 

Introduction 

Welcome to our 9th Newsletter. This one covers the period from the IAT Congress 2018 to Congress 
2019. As well as reporting our activities during the year there is a section at the end on the plans for 
celebrating our 10th Anniversary in 2020.  

It does not seem possible that nearly ten years have passed since we first started raising funds so we 
could begin distributing bursaries in order to advance education and promote excellence in the care 
and welfare of animal used in science. Many people have been helped to further their education and 
training since we started thanks to the generosity of companies, individuals and the IAT, both the 
council and branches. On behalf of all those who have benefited from AS-ET bursaries we would like 
to thank all of our benefactors. 

When we started to aimed at sending two newsletters a year but we now find it more useful to send 
one full newsletter a year and a series of shorter e letters from time to time. This allows us to keep 
you up to date with what we are doing more efficiently. We hope you approve of this change. 

We are becoming more active on twitter (@scienceanimals) so make sure you check us out from time 
to time for breaking news. 

We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter. 

Trustees 

We are very pleased to announce that Wendy 
Steel has agreed to join the Board of Trustees. 
Wendy is a very well-known and respected 
member of the industry. She recently retired 
from a long period as a member of the IAT 
council where she held several important jobs 
including secretary of the Registration Board, 
Honorary Secretary and Vice Chair as well as 
being Secretary and long-term committee 
member of the West Middlesex Branch. 
Wendy has been a great supporter of AS-ET 
since its inception and we look forward to 
working with her in the years to come. 

 

 
New Trustee Wendy Steel with AS-ET Chair Prof Sir 
Richard Gardner



 

Grants and Prizes 

Bursaries 

We continue to receive a steady stream of applications for bursaries and other grants; in 2018 we 
agreed a total of £20,000 in new bursaries and this year we have already agreed £8,350 in new 
bursaries.  

Most of the bursaries we award help to pay the fees of courses leading to qualifications but we also 
consider applications from people wanting to attend short CPD courses or  meetings. Last year, for the 
first time, we made a small grant to develop a mannequin of a seal. The mannequin will be used to 
train staff involved in seal research to handle the animals and carry out minor procedures. Our grant 
helped to  get the project started which then attracted further funding. 

People receiving bursaries are required to write a report on the course or event they attended and 
the following is an extract from a student who received a bursary to complete the IAT Level 6 Higher 
Education Diploma. 

I have finally come to the end of my level 6 and wanted to send the biggest thank you to AS-ET for 
supporting me in my studies. I completed it having peace of mind that in the last few years when my 
employer was unsupportive financially there was one less thing I had to worry about. It really is an 
amazing charitable foundation.  Happy to help in any way I can for the future, especially as I should 
now have a bit more time. 

A further bursary report is attached to the end of this Newsletter.  

Without our supporters we would have no money to distribute so the thanks given to AS-ET in the 
extract above belong to all of you who contribute or raise money for us. 

Prizes 

We continue to encourage involvement and excellence in educational activity by sponsoring prizes 
for the three levels of the IAT Higher Education Programme. The levels 4 and 5 prizes are co-
sponsored with by our long term supporters Tecniplast and the IAT West Middlesex Branch. The 
2018 prize winners were: 

 Level 4 – AS-ET / IAT West Middlesex Prize  –  Kelly Simpson (Oxford University) 

Level 5 – AS-ET / Tecniplast Prize  –  Adam Johnson (Manchester University) 

 Level 6 – John Walton Prize – Samantha Izzard (GSK) 

 



                

                Kelly Simpson                                  Adam Johnson                                    Samantha Izzard 

 

We award a prize associated with the 3R’s presentations at the LASA Winter Meetings. In 2018 the 
prize was split between Anne Hermann of Liverpool University and Jason Johnson of Bristol University. 

The Tech-2-Tech section of the IAT Journal, Animal Technology and Welfare (ATW), offers the 
opportunity for readers to submit informal contributions about any aspect of animal technology. AS-
ET feels this encouragement to people, particularly early career staff, to communicate with their 
colleagues is very valuable and will hopefully lead to the production of formal papers in the future. 
We are, therefore, pleased to offer a prize for the contribution judged to be the most useful. 

The 2018 winner was Hannah Easter of The Francis Crick Institute, her article can be read in ATW Vol 
17.2 (August 2018) pp 113-116. 

 

Special Bursary Competitions 

We hold two competitions a year, the Special Travel Bursary and the Congress Bursary, both of which 
require the entrants to submit an essay on a given topic. The essays are reviewed by a panel of judges 
and the prizes are awarded to the essays judged the best. Both the winning essay and those of the 
runners up are published in the IAT Journal, Animal Technology and Welfare. 

As its name suggests the winner of the Congress Bursary Competition attends the IAT Congress, or 
next year, the AST 2020 Conference. The winner of Special Travel Bursary is sent to the AALAS National 
Meeting in the USA. 

Surprisingly, considering the attractive prizes, we only get a small number of entries, so small that we 
have not run the Special Travel Bursary for several years. We have continued with the Congress 
Bursary in spite of having no entries last year. The problem does not appear to be a lack of willingness 
to enter but failure to receive information about the competitions. Notices appear in the IAT Bulletin, 
in  e letters, on our stand at meetings and on our website but still the message does not get through. 
Please help us spread the word. The Competition to attend AST 2020 is being run now and full details 
can be found on our website. We will reconsider reintroducing the Special Travel bursary next year. 

 

 

 



Fundraising 

The AS-ET audited accounts for 2018 will be available later in the year (our audited accounts are 
published on the Charity Commission Website and on our own website).  

The major part of our income comes from our corporate sponsors (see photo below) backed up by 
regular giving from our official supporters. Without this support we would not be able to function so 
our gratitude goes to all who generously donate so that we can advance education and promote 
excellence in the care and welfare of animals used in science. 

 

Representatives of our Corporate Sponsors. 

Unfortunately, we have been informed that our application to the Wellcome Trust, first made several 
years ago, has finally been turned down. That does not affect our routine work as the money was 
designed to be used for a separate project. 

In earlier communications we mentioned a grant of £3,000 given to us by BRET.  We added a further 
£2,000 and used it to commission CLAST to convert their level 5 Experimental Design unit to a web-
based learning format. That conversion has now been completed and the course will be available later 
in the year. We expect this format will enable more people to study the unit. The project will also help 
to quantify the demand for web-based Animal Technology higher education courses.  

Fund Raising Events 

We continue to be helped in our efforts to raise money by our Fund Raising group. The group meets 
regularly at the LASA Annual Meeting and the IAT Congress and at other times when necessary.  The 
attached photograph was taken at the recent Congress in Liverpool. 

The FRG is currently planning for our 10th Anniversary celebrations next year, of which more later.  

 



 

 

AS-ET Fund Raising Group 

From the left back row: Paul Sanders, David 
Spillane 

Middle row: Wayne Russell, Prof Sir Richard 
Gardner, Lynda Westall, Wendy Steel, Steve 
Barnett 

Front row: Nicky Window, Elaine Kirkum

We are grateful to the following: 

• In addition to their yearly donation Tecniplast in 2018 and 2019 raised a total of £5,600 
from fund raising activities; 

• Several companies held raffles for us at various meetings. At Congress 18 Impex raffled 
an Easter egg;  at Congress 19 Surrey Diagnostics also raffled an Easter egg and at the 
IAT North West Branch Steve Moore Memorial Poster Competition the Learning Curve 
also held a raffle . 
 

      

AS-ET Chair Sir Richard Gardner with Russell 

and Amy  Morgan of Impex and the Easter Egg 

raffle prize. Congress 2018 

 

Easter Egg Raffle run by  Surrey Diagnostics 

Congress 2019

 

 

• For the past seven years we have received a large donation from the IAT West 
Middlesex Branch, raised as part of their Annual Trade Day and Symposium. In the 
period covered by this newsletter the branch donated a total of £9,000 for our work. 
This is amazing effort for one branch.  



 

Members of the IAT West Middlesex Branch with AS-ET Chair Sir Richard Gardner.  Congress 2019 

• AS-ET also regularly receives donations raised through the Passport Competitions at 
the IAT Congress; we were presented  with £430 in 2018 and £450 in 2019. Many 
thanks to the Congress Trade Exhibitors and Nicky Windows who organised it. 

• We should also mention efforts of our Chair of Trustees, Sir Richard Gardner. For 
several years Richard has presented us with  some of his watercolours to use to raise 
funds. In 2018-19 these raised £1,150. This year we  had some of his work made into 
postcards which were given to people in exchange for a donation of £8 to AS-ET. We 
sold all of our stock at Congress but if you missed out do not worry we will have more 
ready for future meetings. 

 

 

                                One of Sir Richard’s watercolours available as a postcard. 

• Another contributor to our funds that should be mentioned is HMRC, not a body we 
usually thank. In 2018 they refunded us £1,496 as part of the Gift Aid scheme so thanks 
are due to official supporters who filled in Gift Aid forms. 

 

 



Meetings 

The AS-ET trustees think it is an important part of our job to make ourselves available to those who 
support us financially and those who are eligible to apply for our grants so we can explain how AS-ET 
works and answer any questions they may have. If you would like one of us to come and talk to your 
group or have a question you would like answered please get in touch via our email address 
contact@as-et.org.uk.   

In 2018 we took the AS-ET Stand to the IAT Congress, the LASA Annual meeting, the IAT West 
Middlesex Branch Technician Trade Day and Symposium, the IAT North West Branch Steve Moore 
Memorial Poster Exhibition and Symposium and The IAT Ireland Branch Symposium and so far in 2019 
we have been to Congress, the West Middlesex Branch Trade Day and the North West Branch meeting. 
We also met with the IAT BING group and the Branch Representatives from which very good ideas 
emerged about how we can celebrate our 10th Anniversary next year. We will be at the LASA Annual 
Meeting in November, so please make sure you drop by our stand if you are there too. 

Annual lectures 

The AS-ET Annual Lectures were started in 2015 as part of our 5th Anniversary Celebrations. The aim 
is for a distinguished scientist to talk about their research in such a way that a non-specialist audience 
could appreciate it. We have had excellent presentations over the years it has been running. We try 
to hold one lecture in London and one in the north of the country. In 2018 they were held in London 
and Manchester, both were well attended. 

The Lecturer in London was Professor Claudio Stern FRS of University College who gave a fascinating 
account of his 17-year search for the factors controlling the development of the primitive streak in 
early embryos. 

 

Professor Claudio Stern FRS giving the 2018 London Lecture 

In Manchester Professor Sir Richard Gardner FRS gave an updated version of his lecture ‘Harnessing 
Stem Cells for Regenerative Medicine’ which he presented to great acclaim in London 2015.  

mailto:contact@as-et.org.uk


 

Professor Sir Richard Gardner at the post lecture reception in Manchester 

We are grateful to the lecturers, who give their services for free and to our sponsors. The London 
Lecture was sponsored by Tecniplast.  We also want to thank  Graham Morrissey who organised the 
venue and wine reception in Manchester and the IAT North West Branch who provided the post 
lecture buffet. 

The 2019 lecturer in both London and 

Manchester will be Professor Dame Frances 

Ashcroft DBE, FRS of Oxford University. Her 

title is Sweetness and Light: studying the 

molecular basis of diabetes. Full details can be 

found on our website www.as-et.org.uk. 

IAT Congress 

Congress is always the highlight of the year for the AS-ET. The Trustees get to meet old friends and 
explain what we do to new ones. If you were at congress you will have noticed our new exhibition 
table cloth organised for us by Elaine Kirkum. 

 

The AS-ET Stand at Congress 2019, showing our new exhibition table cloth. AS-ET Trustees Jas 

Barley, Sir Richard Gardner and Wendy Steel with IAT President Robin Lovell-Badge and AS-ET 

supporter Pilar Browne 

http://www.as-et.org.uk/


As mentioned above various fundraising efforts are made at Congress, some by ourselves and some 
by other people. At the AGM of the Institute of Animal Technology in 2019, the Treasurer, Charles 
Chambers announced that the Institute was donating £8,000 to AS-ET. The IAT is already a generous 
benefactor in cash and in kind and we are grateful for this further very generous contribution.  

 

Charlie Chambers receiving a certificate from Sir Richard Gardner to mark the £8,000 the IAT 

donated to AS-ET.  

We were also the beneficiaries of the 2019 Congress Raffle that contributed £1,500 to AS-ET funds. 
We are grateful to the IAT North West Branch who organised the raffle and all those who bought 
tickets. 

Every year we hold the AS-ET Reception, this is sponsored by the IAT and it gives the opportunity to 
the trustees, corporate sponsors and official supporters to gather together to celebrate the 
achievements of AS-ET in the previous year. Our thanks go to the IAT who sponsors the event and to 
Nikki Stevens who organises it. 

We were pleased that David Mayo of IDEXX could join us at the reception.  David is attempting 
the West Highland Way Challenge, that is running 96 miles in 3 days. He is raising money for 
AS-ET on the way so please visit his JustGiving site and make a donation 
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/david-mayo.  

 

 



IAT Administrator Nikki Stevens talking to IAT Vice President David Anderson and  Stuart Lamming 

(LASA Secretariat) at the AS-ET Reception Congress 2019 

 

David Mayo with Sir Richard Gardner at the AS-ET Reception Congress 19. 

Future Events  

The major event in 2019 is the Annual Lecture which we have already mentioned. The AS-ET stand will 
also be at the LASA Annual Meeting in November so please come to see us there. We will have another 
of Sir Richards paintings and more postcards available. 

We will be holding a raffle this year. AS-ET Patron, Lord Patel KT, has generously offered to sponsor a 
tour of the House of Lords followed by a light lunch as the first prize. This is a rare opportunity to see 
this historic building where matters that affect us all are discussed. Full details, including other prizes, 
will be circulated shortly. 

In 2020, our 10th Anniversary year, we are planning a number of educational and fund-raising events 
culminating in a Celebratory Charity Ball on 21st November. Our 10th Anniversary coincides with the 
70th Anniversary of the IAT so it will be a joint event. If you want to know more look out for adverts in 
the IAT Bulletin or contact elaine@lbs.biotech.com 

Watch out for more information about our 2020 events in the IAT Bulletin and in the newsletters we 
send out from time to time.  

 

Bursary Report. 

 
AS-ET Bursary Report 
Alison Ritchie, University of Nottingham 

mailto:elaine@lbs.biotech.com


 
The 69th AALAS National Meeting was held in Baltimore in October this year during some unseasonably 
wam weather. Having previously visited Baltimore to spend some time at Johns Hopkins University, I 
was looking forward to renewing my aquaintance with this interesting and beautiful city-it’s not “The 
Wire”, you know! 
For those who have never attended an AALAS meeting, the first thing that strikes you is its sheer scale. 
It was held in the Baltimore Convention Centre with  4300 delegates, including 275 trade stands and 
273 posters, and still didn’t fill the venue, which is just in front of the Baltimore Oriels Baseball Ground 
at Camden Yards, 

  Baltimore Convention Centre     Camden Yards  

The meeting format involved concurrently running Workshops, Seminars and Platform Presentations, 
which employed my best planning and organisational skills to work out what to attend, when time 
away from my “formal” duties permitted. 

However, the main reason for my attendance was to present my poster, entitled “Food For Thought-

the development of drug loaded diets to improve both science and welfare” which demonstrated some 

further innovations we have made in drug delivery via diet within the Cancer Biology Group at the 

University of Nottingham. Rather surprisingly, I was allocated  No.1 poster position which, rather 

fortuitously, meant I had a lot of passing interest and enjoyed many discussions with interested 

delegates. 

 Presenting my poster 

I also took the opportunity to explore the other posters being exhibited. The posters were divided into 

a number of sub-sections- 

1. Animal Welfare, Training, and 3Rs  

2. Clinical Investigations 

3. Husbandry/Management 

4. Laboratory Investigations 

This meant you could concentrate more easily on particular areas of interest, which was very useful 

when time was short and the exhibition hall was vast! I saw posters covering such diverse topics as  

“Keeping Annual Refresher Training Creative and Engaging”, “Seroprevalence of Rodent Pathogens in 

Wild Rats from St. Kitts” and “Performing a Disinfectant Price Analysis”. The quality of the posters was 

somewhat variable, but it was good to see that all grades of attendees were represented throughout 

the sub-groups. 



I was also able to attend a number of Platform Presentations, including those by our own NC3Rs 

represenatives, Emma Stringer and  Katy Lidster, as well as those covering subjects as different as “On 

the CUSP:A New Option for Addressing Administrative Burden” and “ Bringing Yin and Yang to the 

Vivarium: Adapting Acupuncture to Diverse Animal Models” 

   Trade Hall 

The Trade Exhibition was also on a vast scale-I think there are still exhibitors and stands I never got to 

see. As well as a number of companies well known to us in the UK, there were also a huge number of 

US and International companies, including the Foundation for Biomedical Research, who are political 

lobbyists, and I had a very interesting discussion with their representatives. 

I also spent some time manning the Laboratory Animals Ltd. Stand, so was able to participate as an 

trade exhibitor for a short time and could observe the event from “the other side”. I had a number of 

discussions and enquiries about LAL and its journal, and a great deal of international interest was 

generated. Time will tell if this is confirmed afterwards by any follow up enquiries.   

   Laboratory Animals Ltd. stand 

One unusual aspect of ALAAS is the lack of social events, but this is unsurprising given the scale of the 

event, therefore, particular groups organise their own social events. As a previous winner, I was lucky 

enough to attend the PMI LabDiet® Laboratory Animal Technician Awards Dinner and meet up with 

old friends, and I also attended the AALAS International Lunch on the final day where our own Allan 

Thornhill was awarded the well deserved AAALAC International Fellowship. 

After the formalities of the meeting were over, I had a couple of days before my flight home to further 

explore Baltimore, including Mr Trash Wheel, which collects rubbish from the river, and a pub with 

some strange cross-cultural advertising. 

                                          

Mr Trash Wheel                                                                          Irish pub with Scottish piper!                                                                                                 



I found the AALAS meeting to be a very informative and enjoyable event, where I networked with 

many international colleagues and friends, old and new, and generated a great deal of interest in our 

work, which has been followed up by a few delegates on my return. 

I would like to thank AS-ET for awarding me this Bursary, without which I would have been unable to 

attend this meeting, and I would recommend anyone who has the opportunity, not only attends 

AALAS, but also participates by presenting a poster or delivering a presentation. The response from 

the other delegates will make your attendance well worthwhile and you will come back having learned 

a great deal and having made many new contacts, which I’m sure will help you further your career in 

Animal Technology.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


